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Introduction to the Paper
The argument of this paper is autonomous but not self-sufficient, for the
text is directly related to Dr Podoksik’s forthcoming book on Simmel. In an
attempt to offer a comprehensive interpretation of Simmel’s thought as a whole,
the book will consider his work under three aspects: as a project of intellectual
self-cultivation, as a vocational enterprise, and as a philosophical reflection.
These three aspects are related to each other dialectically. The ideal of
cultivation envisions the human person as a whole; that of vocation aims at the
perfection of one specific capacity detached from the rest; whereas philosophy is
supposed to find a way to reconcile these contrary ideals. Considered in this
manner, Simmel’s thought is presented as an expression of what was a major
recurrent motive in German intellectual history: a motive which on the level of
philosophical reflection revealed itself in terms of the tension between
universality and particularity, and on the existential level in terms of the tension
between Bildung and Beruf.
The paper is a version of what will become section 2.3.1.2 of the book (see
table of contents below), and therefore belongs to part 2, which analyses the
development of Simmel’s thought from the standpoint of the ideal of harmonious
human personality. Simmel’s central question here is how such a personality can
develop and preserve itself in an increasingly fragmented world. The structure of
this part is also dialectical, as Dr Podoksik argues that Simmel’s response
underwent significant changes during three stages of his intellectual
development. Simmel’s early sociology and his early interpretation of Kant
(section 2.3.1.3) are the most salient examples of his attitude during the first
stage, when he seemed to believe that in principle one could conceive
harmonious unity as the other side of growing variety, despite occasional
tensions between the two.
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